
 
Welcomes You 

 

 
To 

Dry Flies In Forest Sami Country 
-this will be a place that warms your heart 

Join us on a very special nature and fishing trip. We will travel far up into 
the alpine world seeking the large brown trout found far up in this lovely 
forest river. 

The goal of our long journey is a valley that still retains 
its naturally lovely wilderness flavour, one of the last in 

Lapland. Here the alpine 
landscape opens up with 
rounded low fell extensions 
tied to the Sarek massif. At 
its western end we are almost 
at the high, snow-covered 

mountain tops. In order to reach this difficult river, you 
pass the Udtja forest Sami village, the last in this area 
and one of the few remaining in Sweden. Along the road 
we also see the childhood home of the well-known Sami 
artist Lars Pirak.  

Farther along we pass the mighty south peak 
Farforita, a 4 kilometre long ridge with landslip 
precipices dropping some 200 metres straight down 
well worth recording photographically.  

Once we approach the Lillseleforsen rapids we step 
ashore for some fishing along the 10 kilometre 
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stretch of the forest river. In our moccasins we quietly 
seek large brown trout in the many holes, nooks and 
crannies of both calm and running river sections. In late 
autumn evenings brown trout weighing several kilograms 
are not unusual. It is even possible to hook large grayling 
here by drifting downstream. When you’re seeking a hard 
bite from a large grayling, walking a greased Caddis fly 
along the rapid ripples is definitely among the favourites.  

Still just sitting quietly at the river’s edge watching 
the waves as the fish breach through the smooth 
water is an enjoyment enough. It is almost as if 
the bewitching fog still rests on the reindeer paths 
and the thunder from their hooves is still heard as 

once it was. A bit upstream we find the remains of the old cult site 
Haltetievva that once was the portal between summer and winter lands for 
the Sami and their reindeer.  

As we find ourselves in Sami country our food comprises various superb 
Sami dishes fixed throughout the day on the open fire. Each is heavenly 
delicacies hungry fly fishers.  

Since it is so hard to reach, this valley has been able to retain its wilderness 
character. No fly fisher should miss a visit to this observer and fishing 
paradise, to this land where nature is at its mightiest. 

We start out from Hotel Vuollerim Inn at noon on Friday returning there at 
15:00 on Sunday. 
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Price starts at: 7 500 SEK/person (Max 4 persons) 

The price includes: 

• Fishing guide and licence 
• Food 
• Boat transport 
• Full board 
• Sleeping in a tent, but bring your own sleeping bag and ground sheet 
• Transport using your own car 

Catch limits only on weekends from Aug 3 through Sept 15. 

Still, this is limited fly-fishing in that C&R is the rule and thus barbless single 
hooks. 

We can arrange the following supplements: 

• Extra overnights at the hotel 
• Extra dinner, lunch or break 
• Transfer to and from airport or train 
• Sauna and shower 

Guide's fly fishing equipment: 

On still days I use my 10# or 11# Class 6 single-handed rods. "Fast action" 
- windy days, I prefer my 10# Class 7 or 8: a single-handed "Super fast 
action" rod. 

I use a floating WF line with a loop braided system, then leaders with 
different sink rates. Orvis Mirage fluorocarbon tippet material from 0.10 mm 
to 0.22 mm for the largest flies. 

This is my way to fish, and is only 
a suggestion of suitable fly fishing 
equipment. You of course can use 
what is most natural to you what 
you are most comfortable to fish 
with. 
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